Voltage-activated K+ channels are a family of closely related membrane proteins that differ in their gating behavior, conductance, and pharmacology. A prominent and physiologically important difference among K+ channels is their rate of inactivation. Inactivation rates range from milliseconds to seconds, and K+ channels with different inactivation properties have very different effects on signal integration and repetitive firing properties of neurons. The cloned Shaker B (H4) potassium channel is an example of a K+ channel that inactivates in a few milliseconds. Recent experiments have shown that removal of an N-terminal region of the Shaker protein by site-directed deletion practically abolishes this fast inactivation, but the modified channel does still inactivate during a prolonged depolarization lasting many seconds. Here we report that this remnant inactivation must occur by a distinct mechanism from the rapid inactivation ofthe wild-type Shaker channel. Like the inactivation of another K+ channel [Grissmer, S. & Calahan, M. (1989) Biophys. J. 55, 203-206], this slow inactivation is retarded by the application ofa channel blocker, tetraethylammonium, to the extracellular side of the channel. By contrast, the fast inactivation of the wild-type Shaker channel is sensitive only to intracellular application of tetraethylammonium. Intracellular tetraethylammonium slows down the fast inactivation process, as though it competes with the binding of the inactivation particle.
properties have very different effects on signal integration and repetitive firing properties of neurons. The cloned Shaker B (H4) potassium channel is an example of a K+ channel that inactivates in a few milliseconds. Recent experiments have shown that removal of an N-terminal region of the Shaker protein by site-directed deletion practically abolishes this fast inactivation, but the modified channel does still inactivate during a prolonged depolarization lasting many seconds. Here we report that this remnant inactivation must occur by a distinct mechanism from the rapid inactivation ofthe wild-type Shaker channel. Like the inactivation of another K+ channel [Grissmer, S. & Calahan, M. (1989) Biophys. J. 55, [203] [204] [205] [206] , this slow inactivation is retarded by the application ofa channel blocker, tetraethylammonium, to the extracellular side of the channel. By contrast, the fast inactivation of the wild-type Shaker channel is sensitive only to intracellular application of tetraethylammonium. Intracellular tetraethylammonium slows down the fast inactivation process, as though it competes with the binding of the inactivation particle.
Recent experiments on the rapidly inactivated Shaker K+ channel suggest that the N-terminal part of this protein may act as a blocking particle that blocks current through the channel and thus produces fast inactivation (1, 2) . The model of a blocking particle tethered to the rest of the channel (picturesquely termed the "ball-and-chain" model) was proposed many years ago to explain the properties of inactivation of voltage-activated Na' channels (3, 4) . Inactivation of both Na' and Shaker K+ channels can be removed by mild protease treatment of the intracellular side of the membrane (1, 5, 6) . Inactivation of both types of channels can also be mimicked by the application of intracellular compounds that block current through the channel after the activation gates have opened (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . One such compound is a soluble 20-amino acid peptide with the sequence ofthe N terminus ofthe Shaker protein, which mimics the fast inactivation of this channel when applied to the intracellular side of a Shaker channel from which a region near the N terminus has been genetically removed (14) . These results suggest that the N terminus of the Shaker protein is a strong candidate for the tethered "ball" and that the inactivation process is localized to the intracellular portion of the channel.
These results on the rapid inactivation of Shaker stand in contrast to studies of the much slower inactivation process seen in a delayed-rectifier K+ channel in lymphocytes. This inactivation process, which occurs over a period of hundreds of milliseconds to seconds, can be retarded by blocking the external mouth of this channel with tetraethylammonium (TEA) (15) . Grissmer and Cahalan (15) 
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. dishes containing protamine-treated glass coverslips [flamesterilized coverslips were incubated for 5 min with a filtersterilized protamine solution (1 mg/ml) and then rinsed with sterile PBS before plating]. Cells were grown on these coverslips for 1-4 days before patch clamping.
Transfection efficiencies were 30-60o as measured by cotransfection and staining for p-galactosidase (20) .
Patch Recording. Excised patch recordings (21) were made 16-96 h after transfection with the following solutions: external, 155 mM NaCl/5 mM KCI/3 mM CaCl2/1 mM MgCl2/10 mM Hepes, pH 7.4; internal, 160 mM KCI/1 mM EGTA/0.5 mM MgCl2/10 mM Hepes, pH 7.4. The specified amount of TEACI was added to the appropriate solution.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The cDNA coding for this channel protein was subcloned adjacent to a the strong cytomegalovirus promoter (18) and introduced by transient transfection into a fibroblastoid cell line. Patch recording from transfected cells shows that hundreds to thousands of channels are present in a patch, resulting in macroscopic currents resembling those seen in whole cell membranes. We exposed excised outside-out membrane patches from transfected cells to a concentration of external TEA (30 mM) that blocks approximately half of the peak outward current (Fig. 1A) . In contrast to the slowing effect that Grissmer and Cahalan (15) observed for the slow inactivation of the lymphocyte K+ channel, we observe no A effect of external TEA blockade on the rate of inactivation. Instead, the current is uniformly reduced at all times.
Internal TEA blockade, however, produced a substantial slowing of the fast inactivation of the Shaker channel (Fig.  1B) . The simplest interpretation of this result is that internal TEA and the inactivation particle compete for binding to the same site. The effect of such competition can be described by the following kinetic scheme (in which we ignore the voltagedependent activation steps, which are rapid and complete and thus do not contaminate measurements of inactivation at the positive voltages studied. 0 is the open state, B is the blocked state, I is the inactivated state, and K is the inactivation rate constant:
TEA-[ B Since in the steady state the fast inactivation process is nearly complete, we have approximated the rate of return from inactivation as zero. If TEA binding and dissociation is much more rapid than the inactivation process, this scheme predicts that the apparent inactivation time constant (Tapp) will be increased by exactly the same factor by which the current is reduced [Tapp (fK)-f, wherefis the fraction of channels that remain unblocked]. The -2-fold reduction in current produced by TEA in Fig. 1B was accompanied by an 2-fold slowing in the inactivation. We tested this relationship systematically by varying the TEA concentration. Internal TEA behaved just as the competition model predicts: the degree of The computer model used the kinetic scheme described in the text and rate constants derived for the Shaker channel in Drosophila myotubes by Zagotta and Aldrich (22) . The simulation was performed with and without a concentration of blocker that reduced the current by 50%. The channel could neither close nor inactivate from the blocked state. slowing matches the degree of block (Fig. iD) . External TEA had no effect on the inactivation rate over a range of concentrations that produced substantial block (Fig. 1C) . Internal TEA produces a blockade of the K+ current but also leads to larger currents at later times ("crossover"). This result seems surprising but it is actually a direct prediction of the competition model (12, 13, 15, (23) (24) (25) . Channels that are blocked by TEA are protected from inactivation. Although neither blocked channels nor inactivated channels can carry current, the blocked channels are in rapid equilibrium with the pool of open channels and thus are only temporarily nonconducting. Inactivated channels, on the other hand, do not return rapidly to the open channel pool and are (on the time scale of the pulse) "permanently" lost. Fig. lE shows simulated currents using the kinetic scheme above with measured rates for Shaker channel gating (22) ; the simulated currents exhibit the same crossover seen experimentally.
The success of the competition model suggests that TEA and the inactivation particle may bind to the same site at the inner mouth of the channel. Alternatively, they may bind to slightly different sites with some overlap that prohibits both from binding at once. This latter possibility is more likely true, since a site-directed mutation of the Shaker channel that alters internal TEA affinity by 10-fold has little or no effect on fast inactivation (26) . In either case, the competition model suggests that the inactivation particle acts by directly occluding the pore, since there is good evidence that TEA and its analogs do so (7) (8) (9) .
Mutations We also examined the TEA concentration dependence of this slowing effect, and it also appears compatible with the kinetic scheme for competition (Fig. 2C ). Since there is no effect of trypsin on the external side of the Shaker channel (1) and no candidate for an external "ball," it may be preferable to consider another physical model, consistent with the same kinetic scheme, to explain the effect of external TEA on slow inactivation. A "foot-in-the-door" model, in which a channel cannot close when occupied by a blocking or permeant ion, has been used to explain ion effects on gating in several types of ion channels (8, 12, 13, (27) (28) (29) . This model supposes that the blocker (TEA in this case) binds within a part of the pore that becomes constricted upon inactivation, thus preventing inactivation.
We have demonstrated that Shaker K+ channels have two distinct inactivation processes that can be differentiated by their sensitivity to internal and external TEA. The fast inactivation process appears to be due to a ball-and-chain mechanism, and internal TEA appears to compete with the binding of the ball. This fast inactivation mechanism thus resembles the fast inactivation of Na' channels, which is also retarded by internal blockers (12, 13, 23 ). On the other hand, the slower inactivation revealed by disruption of the fast process (1) is insensitive to internal TEA but slowed by external TEA. This is clearly different from the fast process but similar to the slow inactivation of delayed rectifier K+ channels. It thus seems likely that slow Shaker inactivation and delayed rectifier K+ channel inactivation occur by a common mechanism, which is different from the specialized mechanism that produces the fast inactivation of Shaker K+ channels and Na' channels.
